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Cell decompositions are constructed for polynomials f (x) # Zp[x] of degree n,
such that n< p, using O(n2) cells. When f is square-free this yields a polynomial-
time algorithm for counting and approximating roots in Zp . These results extend to
give a polynomial-time algorithm in the bit model for f # Z[x].  1999 Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION
Given a polynomial f (x)=a0+a1x+a2x2+ } } } +anxn # Zp[x] of degree
n, we are interested in an efficient method for counting the roots of f in Zp ,
and for computing approximations to these roots. Algorithms are given in
Dubashi (1992) and Bishop (1991), but do not run in polynomial time. If
f has only rational integer coefficients, f # Z[x], and is square-free, an
efficient algorithm is given by Loos (1983), but p must be chosen not to
divide the discriminant of f.
An exhaustive search algorithm follows from the fundamental classical
result (see Cassels, 1986, p. 52; or Koblitz, 1977, p. 19):
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Lemma 1.1 (HenselRychlik). Let f (x) # Zp[x] be square-free, D=
discriminant( f ), : # Zp . If vp( f (:))>2vp(D)+1, then there exists a unique
: # Zp such that f (: )=0 and vp(:&: )vp(D)+1.
For each such polynomial f (x), to approximate all roots in Zp , it is
sufficient to test for all rational integers k, 0k p2vp(D)+1, whether
vp( f (k))>2vp(D)+1. However, this approach clearly has exponential
complexity.
Cell decompositions are a standard technique in the theory of the
p-adics. The p-adic numbers are covered by a finite collection of cells,
constructed so that on each cell the polynomial is ‘‘well behaved,’’ in a
specified way. This paper follows the algebraic approach developed by
Cohen (1969). Cohen’s cells are sets of the form
C=[x # Qp | x=x0+ pau, u # Zp].
For each Cohen cell C, there must be a fixed index i, 0in, such that
vp( f (x))=vp(aix i), for all x # C. That is, over the entire cell, the valuation
of f (x) equals the valuation of a fixed one of its monomials. Subsequent
writers extended the notion of cells, which in this univariate case, would
allow the preferred monomial to vary over a cell (see Denef, 1986). One
purpose of this change was to control the proliferation of cells. Cohen’s
work was directed at decidability questions, and does not directly address
complexity issues. The complexity analysis of Cohen’s cell decompositions
remains somewhat obscure. However, if pn, the number of cells appears
to grow exponentially in n (see the analysis in Egidi, 1993). A more general
definition of cells was given in Denef (1986).
In this paper we study two restrictions on Cohen’s approach. First we
require p>n. In this way p is large enough not to ‘‘interfere’’ with the poly-
nomial and its derivatives (thus vp(n)=vp(n!)=0). Second, we further relax
the preferred monomial condition:
(\x # C)(_i) vp( f (x))=vp(ai xi)
to apply only for a limited range of valuations of x, 0vp(x)k, (or, in
practice, of vp(x&x0)). In this way we define what we call a cell decom-
position of precision k for f. When f is square-free, D=discriminant( f ),
and k=max(vp(D), (vp(a0)&vp(a1))), this approach is strong enough to
produce accurate root counting and approximating, without blowing up
the number of cells. For f (x) # Zp[x], p>n, and k a positive integer, we
define an algorithm which constructs a cell decomposition of precision k
for f with at most ((n(n+1))2+2) cells. This algorithm runs in time
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O(n5p(log2 (k)+n2)). When f is square free and k=max(vp(D), vp(a0)&
vp(a1)) the cell decomposition yields a count of roots in Zp and k-approxi-
mations of these roots. (See Theorem 3.5.) Finally, suppose f (x) # Z[x] is
square-free and all coefficients in f are bounded by b in the bit model. Then
our algorithm counts and approximates all roots in Zp , for p in the range
n< p<2n, in time O(n6(log2 (b)+n2)). In this paper, in contrast to our
previous work, Maller and Whitehead (1996, 1997), all complexity estimates
are in the bit model (see Blum, Shub, and Smale, 1989). We are now applying
the methods of this paper to the complexity of deciding whether a basic semi-
algebraic set over Qp is non-empty.
2. CELL DECOMPOSITIONS
Let f (x)=a0+a1x+ } } } +anxn # Zp[x]. We assume throughout that
n< p. Recall that for zi # Qp ,
vp(z1+z2+ } } } +zn) min
1in
vp(zi)
and that equality holds in case there is a unique minimum on the right.
Therefore if all zj {0 and z1+ } } } +zn=0 then vp(z i)=vp(zj) for some
i{ j.
We will say that f (x) satisfies the minimum monomial condition on a set
CZp if, for each z # C, there is some j, 0 jn, such that vp( f (z))=
vp(ni=0 a i z
i)=vp(a jz j) i.e., the valuation of f (x) is equal to the valuation
of a single monomial. Given an integer k0, f satisfies the k-minimum
monomial condition if this equation is true for 0vp(z)k, z # C. Given a
preferred point x0 # C, 0vp(x0)k, we will often need to express f (x) in
powers of u=(x&x0), i.e.,
f (x)= f (x0+u)=b0+b1u+ } } } +bn un= g(u)
f satisfies the k-minimum monomial condition at x0 if g(u) satisfies the
k-minimal monomial condition on C. Given a collection of subsets (cells)
Ci Zp , following Cohen (1969), we will say x properly belongs to Cj , if
x # Cj and there is no other cell Ck such that x # Ck /Cj .
A cell decomposition of precision k of Zp , for f (x), is a finite collection
C of subsets of Zp which cover Zp and satisfy the following conditions:
1. There is one cell E=[x # Zp | 0vp(x)k] and f satisfies the
k-minimum monomial condition for all x properly belonging to E.
2. There is one cell B=[x # Zp | vp(x)>k].
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3. There are various cells C(x0 , t)=[x # Zp | x#x0 mod pt+1], t0,
vp(x0)k, and f satisfies the k-minimum monomial condition at x0 for all
x properly belonging to C(x0 , t).
In building a cell decomposition of precision k, we only look for roots with
valuations between 0 and k, and we only compute the p-adic expansions of
these roots up to the pk-term. In the case that f is square-free, D is the
discriminant of f, and r=vp(D), it follows from the HenselRychlik lemma,
that a cell C(x0 , t), tr, can contain at most one root of f. Observe that
if x properly belongs to C(x0 , t) and 1t+1vp(x&x0)=vp(u)k, then
for some j, vp( f (x))=vp(g(u))=vp(b ju j). This condition is used to help
find new roots inside C(x0 , t). In case vp(x0)=k, the k-minimum monomial
condition is vacuously true on C(x0 , k). This is acceptable since in this case
no further root cells will be built inside C(x0 , k).
We now prove a technical result giving conditions under which expanding
about the approximation of a root mod pk+1 will satisfy the k-minimum
monomial condition.
Lemma 2.1. Let h(z) # Zp[z] be a polynomial of degree n< p, such that
for all z with vp(z)=0, vp(h$(z))=0. Suppose vp(!)=0 and h(!)=0, and let
!k=! mod pk+1, that is, ! truncated at the k th coefficient in the p-adic
expansion. Then h satisfies the k-minimum monomial condition on C(!k , 0)
with vp(h(z))=vp(z&!k).
Proof. For z properly belonging to C(!k , 0), vp(z&!k)1 by defini-
tion. The Taylor expansion of h(z) about !k is given by
h(z)=h(!k)+h$(!k)(z&!k)+ } } } +
h(n)(!k)
n !
(z&!k)n.
Since n< p, vp( j !)=0 for j=1, ..., n. Observe that if c, d # Zp and
c#d mod pl then h(c)#h(d ) mod pl. Since !k #! mod pk+1 we have
vp(h(!k))k+1. Thus h(!k)#0 mod pk+1 and vp(h$(!k))=0. Therefore
for j>1 and vp(z&!k)1
vp(z&!k)<vp \h
( j)(!k)
j !
(z&!k) j+
=vp(h( j)(!k))+ jvp(z&!k).
Hence there is a unique minimum term when vp(z&!k)k. So vp(h(z))=
vp(z&!k) and h satisfies the k-minimum monomial condition as required. K
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Suppose C(x0 , t) # C, a cell decomposition of precision k, for a function h.
For t+1;k let
s;=[x, properly belonging to C(x0 , t) | vp(x&x0)=;].
Observe that vp(h(x)) is a constant on s; since the minimum valuation will
always be realized by the same monomial on s; . In E we define s;=
[x properly belonging to E | vp(x)=;].
We now show that for n< p and any integer k1 we can construct a
cell decomposition of precision k of Zp with O(n2) cells.
Theorem 2.2. Let f (x) # Zp[x] be a polynomial of degree n< p, and k
an integer k0. There exists a cell decomposition of precision k of Zp for
f (x) with at most n(n+1)2+2 cells.
Proof. We prove this by working up inductively through the derivatives
of f. At most one root cell C(x0 , t) will be added for each root of a
derivative of f, or of f itself, which will give the bound on the number of
cells. Where a new cell C(xl , :) is added for f, xl will be a k-truncation of
a root x of f.
The n-th derivative is a constant, so it has a cell decomposition of precision
k, C=[E, B] where E=[x # Zp | 0vp(x)k] and B=[x # Zp | vp(x)>k].
Suppose by induction that f $ has a cell decomposition C of precision k.
A non-zero root of f, properly belonging to E, can only occur where there
is a solution properly in E to
vp(a ixi)=vp(ajx j), i{ j. (V)
A root of f, properly belonging to a cell C(x0 , t), can only occur where
there is a solution properly in C(x0 , t) to
vp(b iui)=vp(bj u j), i{ j, (VV)
where u=x&x0 and f (x)= f (x0+u)=b0+b1 u+ } } } +bnun= g(u). If
there are no solutions properly belonging to a cell for f $, then the minimal
monomial condition is automatically satisfied for f as well.
Consider first a solution to (V) properly belonging to E, with vp(x)=;k.
Let #=vp( f $(x))=min vp( jaj x j&1)=min vp(aj x j&1) where 1 jn, so
#+;vp(ajx j), 1 jn on s; .
If vp(a0)<#+; there is a unique minimum valuation and f satisfies the
minimum monomial condition on s; .
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If vp(a0)#+; then p#+; can be factored from f (x). Let ai=
p#+(1&i) ;bi , vp(bi)0, i0, y= p&;x for x # s; , vp( y)=0. Then define
h( y) by
f (x)= p#+;(b0+b1 y+ } } } +bnyn)= p#+;(h( y))
and by the chain rule vp(h$( y))=0.
Examine vp( f (x)) on s; . If vp( f (x))=#+; everywhere on s; then the
minimum monomial condition holds for f (x) on s; with the same monomial
as for f $. If, on the contrary, there exists x1 # s; , vp( f (x1))>#+;, let
y1= p&;x1 , vp( y1)=0, vp(h$( y1))=0 and vp(h( y1))>0. By the Hensel
Rychlik lemma there exists a unique root !, h(!)=0, !# y1 mod p. Let
!k=! mod pk+1. By Lemma 2.1, h satisfies the k-minimum monomial
condition on C(!k , 0), and for all y # C(!k , 0), vp(h( y))=vp( y&!k).
Let w= p;!, and let wk be w truncated mod pk+1. Then f (w)=0, wk is
the k-truncation of the root w, and f satisfies the k-minimum monomial
condition on C(wk , ;). In fact if x is properly contained in C(wk , ;),
1vp(x&wk)k+1, then
vp( f (x))=vp( p#+;h( y))=#+;+vp(h( y))
=#+;+vp( y&!k)=#+vp(x&w)
=#+vp(x&wk)=vp( f $(wk)(x&wk)).
Observe that in practice it is only necessary to compute coefficients of !k
up to (k&;).
If a solution to (VV) occurs properly in C(x0 , t), a cell for f $, u=(x&x0),
vp(u)=;, vp(bj u j)=vp(b iui), i{ j proceed as above. If vp(b0)<#+; the
minimum monomial condition for f is immediate. If vp(b0)#+; factor as
before,
f (x)= g(u)= p#+;h( y),
where vp( y)=0, y= p&;u= p&;(x&x0), vp(h$( y))=0. If vp( f (x))=#+;
everywhere on s; , the conclusion for f follows as before.
Suppose then x1 is properly contained in C(x0 , t), vp( f (x1))>#+;,
u1=x1&x0 , vp(u1)=;, 1t+1;k. Let y1= p&;u1 , vp(h$( y1))=0,
vp(h( y1))>0. As before let ! be the unique root of h( y), and h satisfies the
k-minimum monomial condition on C(!k , 0) with vp(h( y))=vp( y&!k).
Let w= p;!k+x0 , and let wk be the truncation of w mod pk+1, so f
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satisfies the k-minimum monomial condition on C(wk , ;). In fact vp( f (x))
=vp(g(u))=vp( p#+;h( y))=vp( f $(wk)(x&wk)) by the same argument as
before.
Suppose C(x0 , t) is a cell for f $ and it happens that f (x0)=0 (a solution
to (VV) with u=0), but there are no other solutions of (VV) that are
properly contained in C(x0 , t). Then the same argument as above shows
that f satisfies the k-minimum monomial condition on C(x0 , t) and no new
root cell is necessary.
If 0 # B is a root of f, i.e., if a0=0, then no new root cell is required. This
completes the proof. K
The referee for this paper asked whether, given our restrictions, p>n,
and precision k, the number of Cohen cells could be controlled. Recall that
in a Cohen cell, there must be a fixed index i, so that over the entire
cell vp( f (x))=vp(ai xi). Let C be a cell decomposition of precision k, as
above, and E the cell E=[x # Zp | 0vp(x)k]. There are at most L=
min[k, (n(n&1))2] rational solutions ;1 , ..., ;s , of vp(aix i)=vp(aj x j) in
[0, k]. Therefore E can be partitioned into at most L cells of the form E &
[x # Zp | ;m&1<vp(x)<;m], 1<ms, and at most L cells of the form
E & [x # Zp | vp(x)=;m , ;m # Z], 1ms. The other cells of C can be
similarly partioned. This yields a cell decomposition with a constant mini-
mum monomial on each cell, with O(n4) cells.
3. ALGORITHMS
A cell decomposition of precision k for f # Zp[x]
C=[E, B, C(x1 , c1), ..., C(xs , cs)]
can be coded as the (2s+2)-tuple [k, s, x1 , c1 , ..., xs , cs]. Next we for-
malize the construction in the proof of Theorem 2.2. In this algorithm Z
counts the number of occurrences where C(x0 , t) is a cell of h$, and
h(x0)=0. New cells are not added for such roots.
Algorithm 3.1. Extending a cell decomposition (k, h, C$), counting
roots and listing k-truncations of roots.
Input: k # Z, k0, h # Zp[x], C$ a cell decomposition for h$, [k, s, x1 ,
c1 , ...xs , cs] where h(x)=a0+a1x+ } } } +amxm, m< p.
Output: C a cell decomposition of precision k for h, N the number of
cells in C, Z the number of root cells C(xi , ci) of h$ such that h(xi)=0,
R the set of k-truncations of roots.
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Computation: Initialize C :=C$, N :=s, Z :=0, R :=<.
Step A Build new root cells in E.
1. Solve for l
vp(a i)+i V l=vp(aj)+ j V l
0lk, 0i, jm, i{ j. If none proceed to Step B.
2. For each ; a solution to (1) above compute:
#= min
1 jm
vp(a j)+( j&1) ;
It follows that #=vp(h$(x)) for x # s;
3. If vp(a0)<#+; stop and go on to another solution of (1).
4. If vp(a0)#+; compute new coefficients bi= p((i&1) ;&#)ai ,
bi # Zp , y= p&;x, and k( y)=b0+b1 y+ } } } +bmym
5. Solve k( y)#0 mod p in ZpZ. If no solutions exist, stop and
check other solutions of (1).
6. If %0 # ZpZ is a solution check h$(%0)#0 mod p. (If this is true
then stop since the solution is not in E, and must be in C(xi , ci)
for some i). Use Hensel lifting to compute:
!k=%0+%1p+ } } } +%k&;pk&;
Let wk= p;!k
7. Compute wk&xj mod pcj+1 for xj centers of the cells C(xj , cj) of
h$. If wk&x j #0 mod pcj+1 for some j stop, since wk is not
properly contained in E, and continue with other solutions of 5. If
wk&x j 0 mod pcj+1, \j=1, ..., s, then add a new cell C(wk , ;),
C :=C _ [wk , ;], N :=N+1, R :=R _ [wk]. Continue with other
solutions of 5.
Step B Build new root cells in C(xt , ct).
1. Compute coefficients at xt ; let u=x&xt
h(x)=a0+a1 x+ } } } +amxm=d0+d1u+ } } } +dm um
where dj # Zp , and use d j for a j in Step A. If d0=0 then h(xt)=0
and Z :=Z+1, R :=R _ [xt] (no new cell is generated for this
root).
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2. Using the coefficients dj we follow Step A except in 6 if h$(%0)#
0 mod p then the solution is not in C(xt , ct). Let wk=xt+ p;!k ,
and in 7 check wk&xj #0 mod pcj+1 for j{t only.
We summarize our methods in:
Algorithm 3.2. Cell decomposition of precision k and root counting
Input: ( f, k) f # Zp[x] of degree n<p, k # Z, k0.
Output: Cell decomposition C of precision k for f, integers N, Z, and the
set R
Computation:
1. Compute derivatives of f, f (1), f (2), ..., f (n)
2. Let C( f (n))=[E, B]
3. For i=(n&1), ..., 0 call Algorithm 3.1. Use the final output from
Algorithm 3.1: C, N, Z, R.
The next result shows how Algorithm 3.2 can be used for counting the
k-truncations of roots.
Lemma 3.3. Let f (x) # Zp[x], where n is the degree of f, and n< p. If
(C, N, Z, R) is a cell decomposition of precision k of f (x) generated by
Algorithm 3.2, then the number of non-zero k-truncations of roots of f (x) is
equal to N( f )&N( f $)+Z( f ).
Proof. N( f )&N( f $) counts the number of root cells added by the
extension procedure passing from C( f $) to C( f ). In Algorithm 3.2, a new
root cell is added for each distinct non-zero k-truncation of a root, unless
we are considering a cell of f $, C(xr , cr), and it happens that f (xr)=0.
These cases are counted by Z( f ). Observe that if x1 , x2 are properly
contained in C(xr , cr) and are two distinct roots with crvp(x2&xr)=
vp(x1&xr)=;k, then it follows from the proof of Theorem 2.2, that
vp(x2&x1)=;. Hence there are two distinct k-truncations of roots, and
two new root cells are constructed, and the count of k-truncations is as
given. The set R( f ) lists the k-truncations of the roots of f. K
We now investigate an appropriate value for k that is large enough to
distinguish all non-zero roots.
Lemma 3.4. Suppose f (x) # Zp[x] is square-free where f (x)=ni=0 ai x
i,
and D is the discriminant of f.
(1) Then there can be at most one non-zero root % with vp(%)>vp(D).
(2) If % is such a root then vp(%)=vp(a0)&vp(a1), and vp( f $(%))=
vp(a1)vp(D).
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Proof. Statement (1) follows from the uniqueness part of the Hensel
Rychlik lemma. Suppose % is such a root with vp(%)>vp(D). Then _s(x),
t(x) # Zp[x] such that
s(x) f (x)+t(x) f $(x)=D
(see Cassels, 1986). Since vp(t(%))0, vp( f $(%))vp(D). Now
f $(x)=a1+2a2x+ } } } +nanxn&1
and if j>1, vp( ja j% j&1)vp(%)>vp(D), so vp( f $(x))=vp(a1)vp(D).
Therefore, vp(a1%)<vp(aj % j) if j>1, so there would be a unique minimum
valuation unless vp(a0)=vp(a1%) i.e., vp(%)=vp(a0)&vp(a1). Hence (2) is
true. K
We are now able to describe how to count the roots of a square-free
polynomial, and how to obtain approximations to those roots.
Theorem 3.5. Suppose f (x) # Zp[x] and is square-free of degree n with
n<p. Let D be the discriminant of f, and let r=max[vp(D), vp(a0)&vp(a1)].
Let C be a cell decomposition of precision r of f generated by Algorithm 3.2.
Then the number of distinct non-zero roots of f (x) in Zp is equal to N( f )&
N( f $)+Z( f ), and the r-truncations of those roots are given by the set R( f ).
Proof. By the HenselRychlik lemma, if % # Zp satisfies vp( f (% ))>
2vp(D) then there exists a unique % # Zp such that f (%)=0, and vp(%&% )
vp(D)+1. Therefore, the non-zero roots of f are determined by their vp(D)-
truncations, and the theorem follows from Lemmas 3.3 and 3.4. K
We now illustrate our techniques using an example.
Consider f (x)=x3+3x+1 # Q5[x]. Then if D is the discriminant of f
we have D=135=2 V 5+1 V 53, v5(D)=1 and v5(a0)&v5(a1)=0. Let
r=max[v5(D), v5(a0)&v5(a1)]=1. We describe the construction of a cell
decomposition of precision 1, following Algorithm 3.2. f "(x)=6x, so the
r-minimum monomial condition is automatically satisfied on C=[E, B]
where E=[x # Z5 | 0v5(x)1], B=[x # Z5 | v5(x)>1].
For f $(x)=3x2+3=3(x2+1), ;=0 is the only solution to (V), and
#=0 on s0 . Two root cells for f $ are constructed: C1=C(2+1 V 5, 0) and
C2=C(3+3 V 5, 0). Solving f (x)=x3+3x+1#0 mod 5 in Z5Z, there
are two solutions: %0=1 and %1=2. %0=1 lifts to 1+4 V 5+O(52) and a
root cell for f is constructed: C3=C(1+4 V 5, 0). However, %1=2 lies
properly in C1=C(2+1 V 5, 0) and does not lift. The only root of f (x) is
1+4 V 5+O(52) in C3 . It is easy to see that f satisfies the r-minimum
monomial condition on C1 and C2 .
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Next we give an example of a polynomial h(x) # Zp[x] with a root %
such that vp(%)>vp(D), where D is the discriminant of h. Let h(x)=x2+x
+5 # Q5[x], v5(D)=v5(&19)=0. The two roots are: %1=4+52+2 V 53
+O(54) and %2=4 V 5+3 V 52+2 V 53+O(54) and v5(%2)=1>v5(D).
Normalization techniques extend our results to polynomials f (x) #
Qp[x] provided degree( f )=n<p. (See Bishop, 1991, or Gouve^a, 1991.)
If f (x) # Qp[x], let m= glb[vp(z) | z # Qp , f (z)=0]. Using the Newton
polygon, m can be computed from the coefficients of f. The normalization
fN(x) is defined by
fN(x)=
1
pnm
f ( pmx).
Clearly fN(x) # Zp[x], all its roots lie in Zp , and the number of distinct
roots of f in Qp is equal to the number of distinct roots of fN in Zp .
Algorithm 3.6. Root counting and approximating in Qp .
Input: f (x) # Qp[x] of degree n< p.
Output: Number of distinct roots of f (x) in Qp , and approximations to
the roots of the normalization of the square-free part of f.
Computation:
1. Compute gcd( f, f $)
2. f :=( fgcd( f, f $))
3. f :=fN (Normalization)
4. D :=(&1)(n(n&1)2) Res( f, f $), and r :=max[vp(D), vp(a0)&
vp(a1)]
5. Call Algorithm 3.1 with k=r.
6. Test for zero root: :=1 if f (0)=0 and :=0 otherwise.
7. The number of roots is given by: N( f )&N( f $)+Z( f $)+:, and
approximations for non-zero roots are in the set R( f )
4. COMPLEXITY ANALYSIS
We now discuss complexity issues of our algorithms.
Lemma 4.1. Algorithm 3.2 runs in time O(n5p(log2 k+n2)).
Proof. The most expensive part of the algorithm is the call to Algo-
rithm 3.1. There are n calls to Algorithm 3.1. At the ith call, a cell decom-
position for f (n&i), of degree i, is built from the decomposition for f (n&i+1).
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From Theorem 2.2 there are i(i&1)2 cells of f (n&i+1) of the form C(xt , ct)
in addition to cell E. Algorithm 3.1 performs Step A for E, and Step B for
all other cells of type C(xt , ct). In the worst case, both Step A and Step B
consider i(i+1)2 values of ;. For each ; there are p possible solutions wk .
Quadratic Hensel lifting may be performed in time log2 k, with i(i&1)2
centers to check. This gives the worst case run time for Step A or Step B
to be O(i2p(log2 k+i2)). Since Step A or Step B must be performed O(i2)
times for each call of Algorithm 3.1, the result follows. K
Combining Lemma 4.1 and Theorem 3.5 we obtain the following com-
plexity analysis for root counting and approximating in Qp .
Theorem 4.2. Let f (x) # Qp[x] be a polynomial of degree n< p. Let f
be the normalization of the square-free part of f. Then the number of distinct
roots of f (x) in Qp , and r-approximations of roots of f , may be computed in
time O(n5p(log2 r+n2)) where r=max[vp(D), vp(a0)&vp(a1)] and D is the
discriminant of f .
We conclude by discussing the special case of a square-free polynomial
whose coefficients are rational integers. Let f (x) # Z[x] and let D be its
discriminant. Then Algorithm 3.2 with r=max[vp(D), vp(a1)&vp(a0)]
counts all roots of f in Zp , and produces approximations to those roots
mod pr+1. Using a result of Mahler (1964), writing
f (x)=anxn+ } } } +a1x+a0
we can bound vp(D) as
vp(D)<n logp (n)+logp (a0+ } } } +an)
(see Dubhashi, 1992, p. 61). If p>n this reduces to
vp(D)<logp (a0+ } } } +an&1+an).
Since ai # Z, suppose all coefficients are bounded by b (using the bit
model). Then vp(D) is bounded by b, and so is r. Furthermore, we can
choose p so that n< p<2n (see Hardy and Wright, 1960). Using Lemma
4.1 we obtain:
Theorem 4.3. Suppose n< p<2n, and f (x) # Z[x] is a square-free
polynomial with discriminant D. Suppose all coefficients of f are bounded by
b (in the bit model). Then Algorithm 3.2 with r=max[vp(D), vp(a0)&vp(a1)]
computes all roots in Zp of f, and produces approximations to those roots, in
time O(n6(log2 b+n2)).
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